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„Art brings you back to the place and the momentum„

TURNBERRY AILSA GOLF COURSE
Hole 9
ORIGINAL PAINTING
Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 100 x 50 cm
39.4 x 19.7 inch
Released: August 2018

I have been in Turnberry, Scotland this june to do sketches and taking pictures of this wonderful
place. I have still goosebumps if I look at the painting and remember the moment of staying
there and captured every emotion and impression to bring it on this canvas.

ORIGINAL AVAILABLE
Price on request

I have picked the 9th hole, with the famous Lighthouse to its left, because it is probably one of
the most iconic golf holes with the tee perilously positioned out into the Firth of Clyde.

LE GOLF NATIONAL
Albatros Golf Course
Hole 18,15,17
ORIGINAL PAINTING
Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 95 x 70 cm
37.4 x 27.5 inch
Released: September 2018
ORIGINAL AVAILABLE
Price on request

We are looking forward to having a „once in a lifetime experience„ with the Ryder Cup 2018 in France. Soon it will be history.
Great sport, fantastic moments, frienships, team-spirit. It is my possibillty as an artist to bring all of it to your place.
I don‘t know if there are any other existing paintings of this fabulous golf course. But I do know that my all new painting reflects
not only your first impression, it will remind everybody to the history that has been made on this spectacular course.

MARTIN SULLIVAN

ME AND THE ART OF GOLF

Martin Sullivan‘s exceptional ability to transport his
viewers/ Golfer right into his canvases, are what
sets his work apart from other artists in his field.
The remarkable precision and clarity in his paintings are reflected also in the landscape, sea and
sky. Much admired for his accurately researched
and painted works depicting Golf courses, Events,
Races, or Portraits of Legends, The Swiss artist
has a reputation on both sides of the Atlantic.

I‘m glad to have the opportunity to be creative on two different, both beautiful continents: in the beautiful
Lowcountry of Charleston area and surrounded by majestic mountains and clear lakes in the heart of Switzerland. I am married to my lovely wife Cornelia and I am a proud father of two grown up girls Carmela and
Cindy (both artists as well).

His original paintings and prints are in museums,
public and private collections around the world.
Please contact us for available original paintings
and prints.
We do commissioned art worldwide.

My latest beloved subject is - golf courses around the world. It combines nature, architecture and environment protection in a perfect way. Beautiful painting subjects - spectacular, relaxing, but fascinating.
Traveling to all these fantastic golf courses and events takes a lot of time, but it‘s the only way as an artist to
capture the moment, the breeze, atmosphere, or light.
As a Golfer I am able to feel the course, not just the scenery. I know the experience of staying on tee box,
looking down to the fairway, breath in and trying to keep that very moment for all time in my mind and heart.
That‘s why there are no people on my golf paintings. It‘s your very own course!
I bring you back to the palce and the momentum.
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